
¡Abordaje! (Boarding!) is a tactical 2 players game, fighting to 
take control over the enemy ship by conquering 2 enemy decks.

 Setup (basic game). 

Basic game is designed to learn the game mechanis. They 
represent fast combats between two small sloops that can be 
played in 15 minutes.

Arrange 4 Ship-deck Cards (1, 2, 4 & 5) by number with the color face 
up to make the battle field.

Each player chooses side and put 2 of his crew tokens in his side of 
the Ship deck cards (pirate = black, spanish = red) and take 7 more 
crew tokens (onwards named just as ‘crew’) this will be the pool of 
each player.

Spanish captain meeple goes to the stern deck card and the pirate 
one to the prow deck card (Note: captains can’t be casualties and 
they don’t count as crew while in his own ship).

During odd turns initiative goes to pirate player and the game is 
played from prow to stern. During even turns initiative goes to 
spanish player and game is played from stern to prow. Initiative 
is marked with the ‘doublon shaped’ marker.

 

Gameplay. 

Shuffle all 12 action cards and deal 5 to each player putting the 2 
left aside.

- Assign cards.

Each player look at his hand, choose one card and place it face-
down in the first Ship-deck card (prow Ship‑deck card in the first 
turn) and swap the resting cards with his rival. They play another 
card in the second deck card and so on swaping hands until the 
last deck card, where each player takes one of the 2 card left form 
the initial deal before playing the last card.

- Swap tactics.

Afeter both players have played his cards and begining with the 
player with the initiative, both players can swap the position of 2 
of his action cards.

- Captain movement.

Begining with the player with the initiative, each captain can move 
to an adjacent deck in wich he has crew tokens or that is under 
his control (decks of his own ship without enemy tokens), a captain 
can cross from ship to ship with this movement.

- Reveal and execute action cards.

All action cards are flipped and executed by priority order (from 
1 to 6) and in case of conflict, with the initiative player cards 
solving first (with the exeption of Fight! cards which are solved 
simultaneously). Crew loses are removed from the game.

- Deck control

After solving all boarding cards, any captain alone with enemy 
crew tokens must withdraw to the closest deck (can go back to 
his own ship) with his own crew tokens or under his control (an 
own deck without enemy crew tokens).

Check for extermination victory, if a player has less crew tokens in 
play than active decks (face color up) he looses the game.

If a player has the most crew tokens in an enemy deck, he puts a 
Control Marker with his flag. Captains in enemy decks count as 
crew but can’t conquer decks by themselves.

If it’s the second consecutive turn that this player has control 
over the deck, it becomes conquered. Flip the Ship‑deck card to 
his grey face and let the Control token of the player conquering 
it on top (it’s possible for the 2 players to simultaneously conquer 
both sides of the Ship‑deck card, just flip the card as usual and put 
both Control tokens on top).

Crew still in the deck goes to the players reserves, captains go 
back to their own ships to adjacent decks. From now on, cards will 
NOT be played on the conquered deck and both side Ship‑deck 
cards are considered adjacent for all purpouses.

This is the end of the turn, flip Initiative Marker, shuffle the action 
cards and start the next turn.

- End of the game.

A player wins if he conquers 2 decks or if, before checking for 
deck control, enemy player has less crew tokens than active 
decks.

 Action Cards. 

Action cards are the heart of the game, each card shows orders the 
captains give to his crew members during the fighting, yelling them 
to fire, charge or simply take cover. There are two sets of 6 cards 
numbered with priorities from 1 to 6, when cards execute they do by 
ascending priority order.

Now we’ll explain each card effect in detail.

1. Fight!

You rally your men to fight in a bloody close combat. For this card to 
take effect there must be both crew tokens on the same deck side, 
is not possible to fight from ship to ship. Follow the steps.

1. The captain of the side playing the card kill 1 enemy crew.

2. Defending side (the one not playing the card) loses 1 crew.

3. Both sides lose 1 crew.

If one side goes out of crew the fight ends.

If there are confronted crew tokens on both decks of a Ship‑deck 
card, each player chooses (by initiative order) on wich deck he will 
play his Fight! card (can be played on the same deck).

If both players execute Fight! on the same deck, step 2 will not 
cause any loses.
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2. Boarding!

With ropes, hooks and planks the sailors jump from one ship to 
another in a bold attempt to conquer the rival deck. Follow the 
next steps.

1. Remove an enemy crew token from the opposite deck side.

2. Move two crew tokens from your deck to the opposite deck 
(mandatory, if have less than 2 crew tokens move as many as 
you can). You can optionally cross with a third crew token.

3. Captain can also walk across if present.

3. Fire!

Remove 2 random crew tokens from the opposite deck. If captain 
present you can kill one extra enemy crew.

4. ¡Repel!

Cancels a Boarding! card played on the same Ship‑deck card.

 or

Put 1 crew from the reserve on your deck side and move 1 crew 
to an adjacent decks or vice versa (optional). Can cross to the 
enemy deck if you already have crew token on it.

If captain is present, player can take both options.

5. Take cover!

Cancels a Fire! card played on the same Ship‑deck card.

 o

Put 1 crew from the reserve on your deck side and move 1 crew 
to an adjacent decks or vice versa (optional). Can cross to the 
enemy deck if you already have crew token on it.

If captain is present, player can take both options.

6. Stand up!

Put 1 crew from the reserve on your deck side.

If captain is present, Put 1 crew from the looses on your deck side.

 Card clarifications. 

Reinforcements & movements are always optional. The rest of 
the orders are mandatory, you can’t choose to cancel a card that 
is harmful to you in any way.

With the exception of Fight! wich can be played simultaneously, 
if there are any conflict between cards of the same priority (as 
2 Boarding! cards played together) the initiative player card 
executes first.

Remember that captains in enemy decks count as crew toward 
conquering decks, but can’t be casualties or conquer decks by 
themselves.

 Advanced rules (full game). 

Once you have played some basic games you can try the 
advanced rules for a more challenging experience.

- Setup.

Arrange the 5 Ship‑deck cards to make the battle field.

Pirate player has only 15 crew tokens, put 2 tokens in each of the 
3 mid sections and 1 on the proe & stern decks. The 7 resting 
tokes are his pool.

Spanish player has 20 crew tokens, put 2 tokens in each deck and 
has 10 tokens as his pool.

- Pirate cunning (Swap tactics).

Only the pirate player can swap tactics.

- Reveal and execute action cards.

Before executing action cards, the spanish player can activate the 
action card on his captain first of all, ignoring his priority.

1. Players play his first 
action card in the first 
ship‑deck card and pass 
the 4 resting cards to rival.

Process goes on repeating 
until the last ship‑deck 
card when each player 
takes one of the two cards 
left from the initial deal.

 GAME TURN EXAMPLE Flip cards. Spanish player 
chooses not to activate the 
action card on his captain 
and let it on 6 priority.
1. Pirate Boarding! on (3) 
kills a spanish crew and 
moves 2 pirate crew to 
enemy deck. Spanish 
Boarding! is canceled by 
pirate Repel!, as captain is 

present he also takes 1 reinforcemente & 1 move (optrional).
2. Fire! on the (3) fails as there is no enemy crew on the 
enemy deck (already crossed), Fire in deck (5) kills a pirate.
3. Pirate takes 1 reinforcement in deck (4) & moves..
4. Pirate takes 1 reinforcement in deck 1 & dosen’t move. 
Spanish player take too & moves.
5. Pirate tales 1 reinforcement in deck (5). Spanish player 
takes 1 reinforcement in deck (4) and 1 extra from the looses 
as captain bonus.

1. Pirate player chooses 
if he want to swap the 
possition of 2 of his action 
cards.

2. Both players, by initiative 
order, chooses if they want 
to move their captains one 
possition.

Deck (3) is checked for 
majorities and pirate player 
puts a control marker on it.


